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Anticipatory nasalization in the vowel-nasal (VN) sequence often leads to the reduction of the 
nasal coda consonant (Ohala & Busa, 1995), resulting in either a nasal vowel Ṽ (Rochet, 1976) 
or a shifted oral vowel V' (Cresci, 2019). Chéng-Dū (CD, 成都) and Chóng-Qìng (CQ, 重庆) 
are two metropolitan areas in southwest China, both as varieties of the Chéng-Yú (成渝) sub-
group within the Chuān-Qián (川黔) group of Southwestern Mandarin (SWM, 西南官话) (Li, 
2009). It was reported that both the nasal coda and any nasalization of /an/-rime have been lost 
in the CD variety, accompanied by a raising and fronting of the pre-nasal vowel (i.e., /an/→/ɛ/) 
(Liao et al., 2022, 2023). There is some evidence that this is a phonetically motivated sound 
change in progress (Liao et al., 2024a, 2024b). The goal of this study was to investigate the 
extent of nasalization of /an/-rime words across two generations and the CD and CQ regions. 
 

For this purpose, we analyzed data from 20 CD and 16 CQ speakers from sex-balanced old 
(mean age: 58) and young (mean age: 22) age groups. The speech materials consisted of 36 
tokens per talker (1296 tokens in total) formed from (CG)V(N) with C = /t, th, p, ph/, G =/ø, j, 
w/ and with rimes = /a, an, aŋ/. The four lexical tones were equally distributed within each of 
the final categories. Each participant was recorded with a nasalance device, separating speech 
signals from the oral and the nasal cavity. The amplitude of the nasal and oral channels was 
extracted for the sonorant (G)V(N) interval. The nasalance score for each observation was 
calculated from An/(An+Ao), resampled to 100 data points and lowess smoothed (Cleveland, 
1979). Each of these signals was DCT-transformed from which the DCT coefficients k0 and k2, 
which are proportional to the signals' mean and curvature (Harrington, 2010), were extracted. 
The extent of nasalization in the syllable final was assessed by calculating separately for each 
speaker the relative proximity of all tokens in the k0 × k2 space to the so-called oral and nasal 
anchors using the orthogonal projection ratio (op) (Stevens et al., 2019). The anchors were the 
mean values across the same speaker's (nasal) /aŋ/- and (oral) /a/-rime. Op values of −1 and +1 
denote that tokens were coincident with the oral and nasal anchors respectively.  
  

The test was of whether the extent of nasalization in /an/-rime was affected by age group and 
region. For this purpose, a mixed model was applied with op values of /an/-rime as the 
dependent variable, DIALECT and AGE_GROUP as the fixed interacting factors, and the 
SPEAKER, GLIDE, and TONE as the random factors. The boxplots in the bottom panel of Fig. 
1 shows (predictably) values around −1 and +1 for oral /a/- (blue) and nasal /aŋ/- (black) rimes. 
For /an/-rime (red), the boxplots show less nasalization in the CD than in the CQ variety and 
less nasalization for young than for old CD speakers (compare the red boxplots in the right 
panels). Compatibly, the statistical analysis showed that the op ratio for /an/-rime was 
significantly influenced by AGE_GROUP (p < 0.01), DIALECT (p < 0.001), and with 
AGE_GROUP significant in the Chengdu (p < 0.001) but not in the Chongqing variety. 
 

The analysis has shown that the Chengdu but not the Chongqing variety is undergoing nasal 
loss in /an/-rime words. In addition, the results show a sound change in progress, given that 
there is less nasalization for younger than for older Chengdu speakers. We suggest the 
possibility of a continuum of denasalization of /an/-rime nasalance in the Sichuan basin, with 
younger Chengdu speakers taking the lead. 



 
Fig.1. Top: nasalance score as a function of time in each speaker group; mid: the tokens distributed in the k0 × k2 
space; bottom: box plots of the op ratio (proximity to +1/−1 denote closer to /a/-rime or /aŋ/-rime anchors). 
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